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ACS ENDURAWOOD

Timber finishes that are more enduring, fire resistant and maintenance free. ACS has 

added to it’s range of metal acoustic ceilings and claddings with natural timber looks 

over it’s range of steel and aluminium products. Short lead times, cost effective and 

environmentally friendly.  



ACS Deckform and Profile 230 systems provide two 

different types of maintenance free cladding.

Deckform provides a continuous flush monolithic 

150mm wide cover which is fixed to purpose 

punched carrier rail or flat strip. Perforated also 

available.

Profile 230 is a 12mm low profile deep ribbed system 

that creates a shadow line detail with 230mm 

coverage. Both panels available up to 6.5m. 

ACS ENDURAWOOD CLADDING SYSTEMS

ACS DECKFORM

ACS LINEAR 5

ACS ENDURAWOOD FORMS

Linear 5 provides decorative and functional acoustic 

ceilings through its open linear aesthetic. Linear 5 is 

available in lengths up to 6.5m and can be used in 

a curved or raking situation providing more design 

opportunity.

It’s low profile and 100mm module system creates an 

effective timber slat effect that can be perforated or 

plain with a minimum of .7 NRC features with black 

insulation backing. Contact us for our  

acoustic reports. 

ACS ENDURAWOOD LINEAR 5

Forms also provides a decorative and functional 

acoustic ceiling with 23mm depth and close 

alignment as an alternative timber batten effect. 

ACS ENDURAWOOD FORMS



ACS PROFILE 230

ACS LINEAR 5

ACS ENDURAWOOD FORMS

ACS PROFILE 230

ACS ENDURAWOOD

ACS ENDURAWOOD FORMS



ACS ICE METAL TILES

Metal lay in tiles available in 1200*600, 600*600 and 1200*400mm in Levelo (flush With 

grid) or in 600*600mm Setback(tegular). Plain and perforated available depending on 

your acoustic performance requirements. These tiles provide an acoustic lightweight 

timber finish that is easy to maintain.
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